Demand Reduction Glossary Terms Odccp
glossary of terms - epa - oxygen demand (bod), total suspended solids (tss), fecal coliform bacteria, oil and
grease, and ph. ... the reduction or alteration may be obtained by physical, chemical or biological processes,
process changes or by other means, except as prohibited by 40 cfr 403.6(d). ... appendix b glossary of terms .
demand response 101: the basics e source of utility load ... - for demand reduction. paying for
performancee utility monitors usage among participating customers, and its billing depart-ment must account
for any credits or rate verifications, according to the terms of the demand response agreement with each
customer. common terms used in demand response programs utility programs can sound technical and ...
16-0 - glossary of terms - tcala - glossary of terms matabitchuan river water management plan 16 - 2
demand: in the electrical industry, “demand” is often used synonymously with “power” which is the rate at
which electric energy is delivered at a given instant or averaged over some designated period of time. it is
expressed glossary of legal (and related) terms and courthouse signs ... - glossary of legal (and
related) terms, and courthouse signs – english / portuguese revised 02/2014, cn 11783 – english/portuguese
page 6 of 29 revisado 02/2014, cn 11783 – english/portuguese página 6 de 29 demand response acronyms
& glossary - peak load - demand‐side resource or demand resource is an electricity consumer that can
decrease its power consumption in response to a price signal or direction from a system operator. demand
response means “the ability of customers to respond to either a reliability trigger or a price glossary of legal
and related terms and courthouse signs ... - d.e.d.r. penalty (drug enforcement and demand reduction)
multa antinarcótica y de reducción de la demanda damages daños y perjuicios, indemnización por daños y
perjuicios glossary of legal and related terms and courthouse signs - english/spanish page 8 of 25 language
services section, new jersey judiciary revised: march, 2006 glossary of terms - us epa - glossary of terms
this glossary includes a collection of the terms used in this manual and an explanation of each term. to the
extent that definitions and explanations provided in this glossary differ from those in epa regulations or other
official documents, they are intended for use in understanding this manual only. glossary of terms used in
reliability standards - nerc - glossary of terms used in reliability standards version 0 – draft 4 january 7,
2005 term acronym definition adequacy the ability of the electric system to supply the aggregate electrical
demand and energy requirements of the end-use customers at all times, taking into account scheduled and
reasonably expected unscheduled outages of system glossary of legal (and related) terms and
courthouse signs ... - glossary of . legal (and related) terms and . courthouse signs . english/spanish .
language services section . ... the primary purpose of the glossary is to be a guide to the judiciary’s translation
... demand reduction) multa antinarcótica y de reducción de la demanda . glossary for property - iaao
home page - v foreword this most recent edition of the glossary for property appraisal and assessment
reflects the changing technologies and needs that affect the assessment pro-fession. the original glossary,
assessment terminology, was published in 1937, shortly after the founding of the national association of
assessing officers. operations management glossary - michigan ross - amortization: the systematic
reduction of an asset, specifically when referring to a long-lived intangible asset such as goodwill or intellectual
property. it usually means the allocation of costs of intangible assets to the periods that benefit from these
assets. glossary of inventory management terms - homepage | wiley - glossary of inventory
management terms abc analysis – also called pareto analysis or the rule of 80/20, is a way of categorizing
inventory items into different types depending on value and use aggregate plans – show the overall production
planned for families of products, typically by month air traffic control glossary of terms - a tool used by air
traffic management specialists to monitor air traffic demand at airports. fss flight service station. air traffic
facilities which provide pilot briefing, en route communications and vfr ... the most common reason for a
reduction in acceptance ... air traffic control glossary of terms \--\,/ g.) glossary of terms and acronyms neep - terms. defines and explains terms used in the evaluation, measurement, verification, and market
research of electric and gas energy efficiency, conservation, load management, demand response, and other
demand reduction activities. purposefully minimizes the complexities and necessary context of the statistical
terms or methodologies glossary of ifrs terms - onlinelibrary.wiley - glossary of ifrs terms term
description standard a ccounting policies the speci˜ c principles, bases, conventions, ... antidilution an increase
in earnings per share or a reduction in loss per share resulting from the assumption ... cash cash on hand and
demand deposits.
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